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, is a 2016 Hong Kong-Chinese fantasy film based on Wu Chengen's classic
novel Journey to the West. As of 2015, the film has grossed over $75 million
and ranked third in the global box office.[4][5][6] After modern-day China

won two world wars and began building an empire, King Yang left the palace
and traveled to the West in search of the â€œJade Belt,â€� a mythical jewel

that would help him hold on to his kingdom. Filming took place in Hong Kong
and Taiwan, where trial filming took place. The film presents an alternative

world in which goods and services are available for sale, and the punishment of
criminals occurs by their electric call to the post office. When Yang arrives at
the meeting place with the "little red dragon", he realizes that the rebels should
not be expected there, which means that he can safely sell the stolen artifact.
But the price turns out to be too high, and Jan returns to his world for hard

cash. The film was shot almost entirely without the use of CGI and has been
commented on as the shortest film since the original version in 1978.[7] In

2015, Sony Pictures Entertainment bought the rights to the film from
Universal Film and made it part of a lineup of hit-and-run films that included
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them (2016) and Through the Looking-
Glass (2018). In addition, a sequel to "Journey to Western Europe" is planned

to be released.
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